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Theodore W. lverle, Dean 
Message from the Dean 
T his year we took three ern and in the Board of managed business organiza- our history. We have 
giant strides toward our Governors system. Proceeds tion of comparable magni- awarded the first of what 
goal of excellence in educa- from this $1,000,000 en- tude and longevity in this will eventually be four con-
tion for business at Eastern: dowment will be used to at- region. While the Lump- current four-year Cooley-
The establishment of the tract and support an ac- kin business holdings have Marathon Scholarships, our 
Bertrand P. Holley Distin- complished scholar for prospered under sound students have distinguished 
guisbed Professorship of teaching, research, and ser- management, the communi- themselves in many ways, 
Social Responsibility in vice. This is a giant stride ties in this area have several of our faculty have 
Business; the endowment of toward creation of a center benefited immeasurably earned awards of excel-
the Lumpkin Distinguished of excellence that will stim- from the Lumpkins' en- lence, and our alumni con-
Professor chair; and the ulate other exceptional en- lightened leadership and be- tinue to bring distinction to 
designation of a significant deavors. nevolence. For these themselves and their alma 
endowment for continuing reasons and many more, mater. We are fortunate to 
support by Mr. R. A. In addition to the Distin- designation of the College have a highly motivated 
Lumpkin. These events will guished Professorship, Mr. of Business by the Board of and dedicated staff, a truly 
result in qualitative en- Lumpkin has designated Governors action in Febru- outstanding student body, 
hancement of service to earlier contributions to the ary, 1987, as the Lumpkin loyal and generous alumni 
our students and to the EIU Foundation for ongo- College of Business was and friends, and solid ad-
business community. ing support of the College most appropriate. We are ministrative support. 
and for enhancements to proud of the designation 
Creation of the Holley Pro- the planned business build- and accept the responsibil- One area of frustration, 
fessorship will assure con- ing. Earnings from this en- ity of earning the con- however, is lack of funding 
tinuation of attention to dowment will also provide fidence and trust that has for construction of our new 
matters of ethics and social support for new ventures, been bestowed by granting building known as Coleman 
responsibility in business. A faculty innovation, and stu- of the Lumpkin family Hall - Phase ill. The ar-
national search will be un- dent scholarships. A vailabil- name to our college. chitect's plans are nearing 
dertaken for an individual ity of discretionary completion, but despite 
who will be responsible for resources will open new 1986-1987 has, indeed, high prioritization by the 
the integration of ethics doors in our pursuit of ex- been a year of giant strides. institution, our governing 
and social responsibility cellence. The unprecedented distin- boards, and area legislators, 
into curricula, conducting guished professorships, col- the Illinois legislature did 
courses and seminars, pro- We are especially pleased to lege endowment, and col- not appropriate funding for 
viding counsel to business, have the College of Busi- lege naming have propelled this critical need. Undaunt-
professional, and nonprofit ness named this year in us forward to new vistas ed, we will approach the 
organizations, presenting honor of Mr. R. A. Lump- that come to organizations next funding cycle with re-
public lectures, and publish- kin and his family who only on rare occasion. In newed vigor and dedication. 
ing papers on ethics. Ethics have been business and addition, other very impor-
and social responsibility are community leaders for tant developments have oc- Indeed , the Lumpkin Col-
vital to our goal of pre- nearly a century. Their pri- curred which, too, have ad- lege of Business has had an 
paring graduates who are mary business enterprise, vanced us to even higher outstanding year. These 
able to promote high per- Illinois Consolidated Tele- levels of excellence. Blair giant strides will make a 
sonal and professional phone Company, has a his- Hall houses two newly- significant difference in the 
ethical standards. Hence, tory of growth that paral- equipped microcomputer quality of what we do for 
we have taken a giant leis in many ways the laboratories. Support from students and the business 
stride toward achievement development of Eastern 11- our alumni and friends con- community. 
of a major goal. linois University. Both tinues to grow. Our awards 
~~ were started in the 1890's, and scholarship program The Lumpkin Distinguished having similar service bas more support than ever 
Professorship is the first regions. There is no other thanks to the most success-
fully funded chair at East- local, privately owned and ful Telefund campaign in Theodore W . lvarie, Dean 
3 
Programs and Students 
Undergraduate students in-
terested in studying busi-
ness at Eastern Illinois Uni-
versity initially enroll in a 
prebusiness curriculum 
where a broad foundation 
in the liberal arts is provid-
ed. Upon completion of 42 
semester hours, three busi-
ness ' 'tool courses' ', and 
achievement of at least 2.5 
(4.0=A) grade point 
average, students may apply 
for admission to the Lump-
kin College of Business. In 
Fall1986, Business majors 
represented 28% of East-
ern's total undergraduate 
headcount and 8.3% of the 
total graduate student head-
count. 
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Lumpkin College of Business 
Enrollment and Degrees Awarded 
1986-87 
Majors 
Undergraduate 
Accounting 
Administrative Information Systems 
Business Education 
Computer Management 
Finance 
Management 
Marketing 
Pre-Business 
Total 
Graduate 
Business Education 
Master of Business Administration (MBA) 
Total 
(Fall) 
235 
25 
98 
129 
192 
148 
176 
1637 
2640 
6' 
97 
103 
Degree.s 
Awarded 
101 
30 
22 
69 
117 
87 
130 
(NA) 
556 
2 
37 
39 
'suoorner program 
, . 
' - . . -~~· 
.• . .. 
... 
•,· 
-
76 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 
Year Admissions policy instituted, Spring '83. Fall Term 
Gra 
' 
·. · 
'• } ·'j . 
-· 
.:.. ; 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 
Year Fall Term 
Lumpkin Collage of 
Business 
Dean's Student 
Advisory Board 
1986-1987 
The Dean's Student Advisory 
Board meets monthly during the 
academic year to advise the Dean 
on matters of concern to stu-
dents. Membership includes 
representatives from each student 
organization within the Lumpkin 
College of Business. The Board 
sponsors Business Week, the An-
nual Convocation, and Telefund. 
Robert W. Childers received 
the Dean 's A ward, the highest 
student award bestowed by the 
College of Bus~ness. Robert re· 
ceived his accounting degree in 
May and will launch his career 
with Deloitte, Haskins and Sells 
in Springfield. A native of 
Flora, 1//inois, Robert earned a 
3. 90 overall grade point average 
(4.0 in his major) in the Honors 
Program and made the Dean's 
List each of his terms at EIU. 
Former Dean & Mrs. James 
Giffin funded the endowment 
which underwrites the Dean's 
Award. 
American Marketing 
Association 
Lisa Brand 
Tina Mendel 
American Production and 
Inventory Control Society 
Gregg Paaren 
Laura Lamberty 
American Society for 
Personnel Administrators 
Sandra Blom 
Lynn Calhoon 
Elaine Haarmann 
Peggy Probst 
Collegiate Business 
Women 
Jane Zwilling 
Data Processing 
Management Association 
Todd Simec 
Dan Tap 
Cooley-Marathon 
Scholarship Established 
Rex Cooley of Findlay, Ohio, 
honored his alma mater recently 
by pledging $1 0, 000 to ftmd 
scholarships for needy Business 
students at Eastern. Cooley, a 
'59 Accounting graduate, is 
Senior Vice -President for 
Finance & Administration and 
Board of Directors member at 
Marathon Oil Co. His generous 
gift will be matched 2 for 1 by 
Marathon. The fund's income 
will provide a $500 scholarship 
each year to an entering 
freshman Business major who 
demonstrates financial need. 
The first Cooley-Marathon 
Scholar will be named in Fall 
198 7 and will continue to 
receive an award each year, if 
he/she continues to make pro· 
gress toward a Business degree 
Delta Mu Delta 
Lisa Paul 
Vicki Holcomb 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Rick Stipe 
Kim Hubbard 
Economics Club 
Kathy Cooley 
Rod Collier 
Financial Management 
Association 
Mark Holloway 
Kevin Cravens 
MBA Association 
Penny Walk 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Tammy McCord 
Phi Gamma Nu 
Rosalind Hodges 
Claudia Wosczynski 
Katie Feeley 
and meets financial need guide· 
lines. Each Fall an additional 
scholar will be named until the 
plan to fund four scholars an· 
nua//y is completed. 
Cooley, a Charleston native, 
serves on the Dean 's Business 
Advisory Board, and is a major 
donor to the Holley Distin· 
guished Professorship. In 1983, 
he received the College of 
Business Distinguished Alum· 
nus Award. 
Pi Omega Pi 
Jill Arseneau 
Susan Litz.elman 
Society for the 
Advancement of 
Management 
Kevin Cravens 
Therese Trainor 
Student Accounting 
Society 
Kent Rodgers 
Alan Nielsen 
Rex Cooley 
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Faculty 
Accounting, Data 
Processing and Finance 
Sherman Alexander 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University, CPA 
0. Martin Angell 
Instructor, MBA, Central 
Missouri State University, CPA 
Virginia Atkins 
Instructor, MA, Eastern Illinois 
University (part·time) 
Wesley Ballsrud 
Associate Professor, MA, State 
University of Iowa 
Mark Bomball 
Associate Professor, PhD, Univer· 
sity of Mississippi, COP 
Lowell Bourne 
Associate Professor, PhD, 
Washington University 
Dean Dudley 
Professor, PhD, University of 
Washington 
Alan Falconer 
Assistant Professor, MBA, Central 
Missouri State University 
Mona Falconer 
Instructor, MBA, Central 
Missouri State University, CPA 
Kevin Ferguson 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Farrokh Ghazanfarl 
Assistant Professor, DBA, 
Mississippi State University 
Timothy Gover 
Professor , MS, University of 
illinois 
Gary Gueldner 
Assistant Professor, MSEd, 
Eastern Illinois University, CPA 
Mary Beth Hennig 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University, CPA 
6 
Kenneth Johnson 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Robert Jordan 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University, CPA 
Carol Kiefer 
Instructor, MBA, Cleveland State 
University 
B. Delores Knott 
Instructor, MSEd, Eastern Illinois 
University 
David McGrady 
Instructor, MBA, University of 
Texas at Arlington, CPA 
Susan Moncada 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Thomas Moncada 
Associate Professor, jD, UTI 
Chicago Kent College of l aw, 
CPA 
Matthew Monippallll 
Assistant Professor, jD, Southern 
Illinois University, CPA 
Judy Nagy 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Rebecca Nickles 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University, PE 
Paladugu Rao 
Professor, MSLS, University of 
Illinois, CDP(part·time) 
Jerome Rooke 
Associate Professor, MSEd, 
Northern Illinois University, 
CMA 
Joseph Sanders 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University, CPA 
Robert Sharp 
Associate Professor, PhD, Univer· 
sity of Texas at Austin, CPA 
Paul Smith 
Associate Professor, PhD, Univer· 
sity of Arkansas 
Roland Spaniol 
Professor, PhD, University of 
Iowa, COP, CSP 
Brian Stanko 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Michael Taylor 
Instructor, BA, Eastern Illinois 
University (part·time) 
John Walstrom 
Professor, PhD, University of 
Nebraska, COP 
Business Education and 
Administrative 
Information Systems 
Betty Campbell 
Assistant Professor, EdS, Universi· 
ty of Illinois 
Four faculty members retired 
this year after long and distin· 
guished careers in the College. 
Marjorie Lanman devoted 26 
years to the B,siness Education/ 
Administrative Information Sys· 
terns Depa,tment serving as 
Student Teaching Supervisor. 
Management and Marketing 
sadly bids farewell to three 
members: Bertrand P. Holley 
(41 yeaf's service), John T. 
Moore ( 18 years service) and 
John Roberts (22 years 
service). 
John Roberta 
Dayton K. Chase 
Professor, EdD, University of 
North Dakota 
Thomas Elliott 
Professor, EdD, University of 
Northern Colorado 
Lillian Greathouse 
Associate Professor, PhD, 
Southern Illinois University, COlP 
Julie Henderson 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Jack Murry 
Associate Professor, EdD, Univer· 
si ty of Illinois 
Rosanne Sanders 
Professor, EdD, University of 
Northern Colorado 
Robert Sullivan 
Pro.fessor, PhD, Georgia State 
University 
John T. M001e 
Marilyn Wilkins 
Associate Professor, EdD, Univer· 
sity of North Dakota, COIP 
Management and 
Marketing 
David Arseneau 
Instructor, MBA, Northern 
illinois University 
Joseph Atwater 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern IUinois 
University 
Edward Brankey 
Associate Professor , JD, Southern 
Illinois University 
E. Wayne Chandler 
Robert Meier 
Professor, PhD, University of 
Illinois 
John T. Moore 
Professor, DBA, Indiana University 
Marilyn Oglesby 
Assistant Professor , MSEd, 
Eastern Illinois University 
Bruce Perrin 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern illinois 
University 
Paula Phillips 
Foster Rlnefort 
Associate Professor, PhD, Texas 
A&M University 
John Roberta 
Professor, PhD, State University 
of Iowa 
Stuart Rosenkrantz 
Associate Professor, PhD, Univer· 
sity of Nebraska 
Mel Schnake 
Associate Professor, DBA, 
Mississippi State University 
Assistant Professor, JD, University Colin Shaffner 
of Illinois (part-time) Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Scott Preston 
Associate Professor, PhD, Arirona Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois Paul Stephen 
State University University 
Jerry Geisler 
Instructor , MS, University of 
Southern California 
Michael Weaver 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University (part-time) 
Ralph Weller 
Associate Professor, PhD, Univer· 
sity of Nebraska 
Douglas White 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Michael Wilson 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Associate Professor, PhD, Univer· 
sity of Missouri.Columbia 
Marilyn S. Oglesby Named 1987 Distinguished Professor 
John Grant 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern !Uinois 
University 
Bertrand P. Holley 
Associate Professor, MA, North· 
western University 
Alphonso Joyner 
Associate Professor, JD, Howard 
University Law School 
Yunus Kathawala 
Professor, PhD, University of 
Georgia 
Scott Lensink 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Edward Marlow 
Associate Professor, DBA, Univer· 
sity of illinois 
Nancy Marlow 
Assistant Professor, DBA, 
Mississippi State University 
Michael Maziarz 
Instructor, MBA, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Marilyn S. Oglesby, As· 
sistant Professor of 
Marketing, received the 
Lumpkin College of Busi· 
ness 1987 Distinguished 
Professor A ward during the 
annual awards ceremony in 
April. 
Mrs. Oglesby has been on 
the faculty since 1969 
teaching students the skills 
of report writing. She holds 
students to very high stan· 
dards and is known to be a 
difficult grader, yet students 
rate her as one of the top 
teachers in the department. 
Mrs. Oglesby recently 
headed a committee which 
restructured the curriculum 
offered by the Department 
of Management and Mar-
keting and has organized 
the Annual A wards Cere-
mony each year. Since 
1984 she has coordinated 
the College of Business 
Honors Program. 
Marilyn and her husband 
]. W. Oglesby are both 
graduates of Eastern Illinois 
University and have con· 
tributed many hours of ser· 
vice and support to College 
and University activities. 
The past year both were in· 
strumental in estabUshing 
the Bertrand P. Holley Dis· 
tinguished Professorship of 
Social Responsibility in 
Business at Eastern. 
Merllyn s. Ogleaby 
The Lumpkin College of 
Business Distinguished Pro· 
fessor Award was initiated 
in 1980 by a grant from 
Dr. John Willingham, a 
College of Business Distin· 
guished Alumnus. Selection 
is made from nominations 
received by an anonymous 
faculty committee on the 
basis of nominees' contribu· 
tions in teaching, research 
and service. Previous recip· 
ients of the Lumpkin Col· 
lege of Business Distin· 
guished Professor Award 
are: 
Bertrand P. Holley 
James F. Giffin 
George K. Cooper 
Thomas L. Elliott 
Timothy D. Gover 
Robert N. Sullivan 
Jerome J. Rooke 
7 
Publications and Presentations 
Lowell D. Bourne 
"Banding Together to Buy 
Land," AgriFinonce, March, 
1987. 
"AgBan Corporation," Armual 
Advances in Busit1ess Cases, 
1986. 
' 'AgBan Corporation,'' Case 
Workshop, Decision Sciences In-
stitute, November, 1986. 
Edward Brankey 
"Teaching Occupational Safety 
and Health Under Project Miner-
va," American Business Law 
Association Meeting, Minneapolis, 
MN, August, 1986. 
' 'Application of the Illinois 
Homestead Exemption To The 
Non Realty Residence,'' Midwest 
Business Administration Meeting, 
Chicago, IL, March, 1987. 
E. Wayne Chandler 
''Marketing Decision Assistant,'' 
a series of computer-based cases to 
accompany Marketing: A Man· 
agerial Approach by Cunning-
ham, Cunningham and Swift, 
South-Western Publishing Corn· 
pany, 1987. 
"Business Decision Assistant," a 
series of computer-based cases to 
accompany Business: An In· 
troduction by Steade and Lowry, 
South-Western Publishing Com· 
pany, 1987. 
" Retail Services: A Tool For 
Competitive Advantage?" Pro· 
ceedings, Small Business Track, 
Midwest Business Adminis-
tration Association, March, 1987, 
with R. Weller. 
"The Development of a Market· 
ing Plan for the Industrial 
Development of Vandalia, 
Illinois," presented to the Van-
dalia Development Commission, 
September, 1986, with ]. Geisler, 
N. Marlow and R. Weller. 
8 
Dayton K. Chase 
"Educational Reform in People's 
Republic of China," presented to 
Pi Omega Pi, Februa.ry, 1987. 
"Comparison of Culture People's 
Republic of China-USA,' ' present-
ed to EIU Faculty Seminar, 
March, 1987. 
"Business Reform in People's 
Republic of China," presented ro 
Lions Club, Lerna, IL, April, 
1987. 
"China's Change-A Compar-
ison," presented to Arcola High 
School, April, 1987. 
Dean A. Dudley 
"Bank Second Marriages: Conflict 
in Family Integration," Anmwl 
Advances in Brtsiness Cases, 
1986, Midwest Casewriters' 
Association, 1986, pp. 56-62. 
"Swiss Banking Without Secret 
Accounts: Four Exercises in 
Private Banking," ABA 's Trust 
Management Update, July/ 
August, 1986, pp. 1-7, American 
Bankers Association, Washington, 
D.C. 
"The Extent and Scope of Private 
Banking in the U.S ... ," refereed 
paper presented at the annual 
meeting of the North American 
Economics and Finance Associ· 
ation (Allied Social Sciences 
Association), New Orleans, LA, 
December 29, 1986. 
Thomas Elliott 
"Goals for Personal Investing," 
presented EIU Founders Day, 
June 20, 1987. 
Jerry Geisler 
"Temporary Versus Permanent 
Workers: Does Traditional Theory 
Apply?," Midwest Business Ad-
ministration Association, March, 
1987. 
" The Development of a Market· 
ing Plan for the Industrial 
Development of Vandalia, 
Illinois," presented to the Van-
dalia Development Commission, 
September, 1986, with E. 
Chandler, N. Marlow, and R. 
WeUer. 
Farrokh Ghazanfari 
"Premiums Offered to Share· 
holders of Firms Acquired 
Through Leverage Buyouts," Pro· 
ceedings, 1986 Annual Meeting, 
Decision Sciences Institute, with 
W. Bertin and K. Torabzadeh. 
Timothy D. Gover 
"Crystai·BaU Gazing," 
DELTASIG, january, 1987. 
' ' Financial Considerations,'' 
presented to Newman Center, 
EIU, September 14, 1986; 
February 22, 1987; and April 4, 
1987. 
''Banking Services for 
Annuitants," presented to EIU 
Annuitants Association, 
September 17, 1986. 
''Banking Now and in the 
Future," presented to Charleston 
Ambucs Club, March 18, 1987. 
John Grant 
"Teaching a Graduate Manage· 
ment Admissions Test Review 
Course," Midwest Business Ad-
ministration Association, March, 
1987, with F. Rinefort and M. 
Wilson. 
Rol»rt Mel., _..nta hla Economic 
Impact Study to Pr .. ident Rivea. 
"Estimating the Effects of a 
Graduate Management Admis-
sions Test Review Course," 
Midwest Business Administration 
Association, March, 1987, with 
M. Wilson. 
" Recent Graduate and Student 
Evaluations of a Graduate Busi-
ness Program," Proceedings, 
Midwest Business Administration 
Association, March, 1987, with F. 
Rinefort and D. White. 
Lillian R. Greathouse 
"Curriculum Guide for 
Keyboarding/Formatting," Depart-
ment of Adult Vocational and 
Technical Education, Illinois State 
Board of Education, Stage 1, June, 
1987, with M. Wilkins. 
"More Than Technical Skills 
Needed for Career Success," 
Business &iucation Forum, 
November, 1986, pp. 9-12. 
" Business Communication 1," 
presented to EIU staff, November 
20, 1986. 
"Business Communication D," 
presented to EIU staff, December 
11, 1986. 
"Business Communication ID," 
presented to EIU staff, January 
22, 1987. 
"The Secretary on the Horizon," 
presented to Danville Community 
Consolidated School District staff, 
February 13, 1987. 
"Not Now! I've Got a 
Headache!'' presented to East 
Central Zonta, Effmgham, II., 
April 26, 1987. 
"The Secretary on the H orizon," 
presented to Educational 
Secretaries' Workshop for Clark, 
Coles, Cumberland, Edgar, Moul· 
trie, and Shelby Counties, April 
30, 1987. 
AI Joyner 
"Directory for Successful 
Publishing in Legal Periodicals,'' 
Qucoda Publishing Company, 
February 1, 1987. 
Yunus Kathawala 
"An Analysis of 'Real World 
Applications',' ' International 
meeting of TlM/ORSA, Australia, 
July 19·24, 1986, with B. 
Lingaraj. 
" Use of Operations Research 
Techniques in large and Small 
Corporations,'' Proceedings, 
Southern Management Associa-
tion, November, 1986, with M. 
Schnake. 
"Information Systems in the 
Health Care Industry," Pro· 
ceedings (Abstract), National 
Decision Sciences Institute, N~ 
vember, 1986, with B. Lingaraj. 
'• A New Approach to Facility 
Location," International j ournal 
of Systems Science, 1987, Vol. 
18, No. 2, pp. 389·402, with H. 
GholamnCl.had. 
"Just·in-Time Systems: An Ex· 
amination," Indian Manage· 
ment, January, 1987. 
"An Analysis of Quality 
Theories: Do We Have a General 
Theory?" Proceedings, Midwest 
Business Administration Associa· 
tion, March , 1987, with B. 
Lingaraj and K. Rao. 
" 'Artificial Intelligence' in 
Operations Management,'' Pro· 
ceedings, Midwest Business Ad· 
ministration Association, March, 
1987, with B. Lingaraj and K. 
Rao. 
"An Investigation of Small 
Business Exports of Selected Firrns 
in illinois,'' Proceedings, Midwest 
Business Administration ~ 
dation, March, 1987, with R. 
judd. 
"Hospital Reimbursement Under 
Diagnosis Related Groups,' ' Pro· 
ceedings, Midwest Business Ad· 
ministration Association, March, 
1987, with R. Judd. 
''Robotics and l.he Management 
Accountant,'' Proceedings, 
Midwest Decision Sciences In· 
stitute, April/May, 1987, with R. 
j ordan and Z. Matthew. 
"Quality Control: An Assessment 
Using Statistical Techniques of 
ANOV A and ANOM in a Small 
Manufacturing Environment,'' 
Proceedings, Midwest Decision 
Sciences Institute, April/May, 
1987, with B. Lingaraj. 
''The Impact of Culture Upon 
Package Perception: An Experi· 
ment in Hong Kong and the 
United States," International 
journal of Management, (forth· 
coming) with j. Knutsen and S. 
Thrasher. 
''Flexible Manufacturing 
Systems," Management Forum, 
(forthcoming). 
Principal Investigator: Department 
of Commerce and Community Af. 
fairs, Small Business Development 
Center, Eastern illinois University, 
"An Investigation of Exporting 
by Selected Small Business Firms 
in Tllinois," September, 1986. 
Principal InvestigatOr: Council for 
Faculty Research, "An Investiga· 
tion of Export Programs," 
December, 1986. 
Presidential Summer Award: "Ar· 
tificial Intelligence: A Key to the 
Future," April, 1987. 
Lumpkin College of Business 
Research Award: "A Framework/ 
Typology of Quality Thought: A 
Wholistic Approach," May, 1987. 
Edward K. Marlow 
" Export Activity of Small 
Manufacturing Firms in Central 
illinois: An Exploratory Study,'' 
paper presented at the Midwest 
Business Administration Associ-
ation Meeting in March, 1987, 
with N. Marlow. 
"Direct Marketing and Ethics: A 
Collision Course,'' Proceedings , 
Academy of Marketing Science, 
May, 1987, with N . Marlow. 
Nancy D. Marlow 
"Cessna Aircraft Corporation," 
Cases in Strategic Management, 
by Fred David, Charles E. Merrill 
Publishing Company, 1986, Col· 
umbus, OH, with F. David. 
"Export Activity of Small 
Manufacturing Firms in Central 
Illinois: An Exploratory Study," 
Proceedings, Midwest Business 
Administration Association, 
March, 1987, with E. Marlow. 
''Direct Marketing and Ethics: A 
Collision Course,'' Proceedings, 
Academy of Marketing Science, 
May, 1987, with E. Marlow. 
"The Development of a 
Marketing Plan for the Industrial 
Development of Vandalia, 
lllinois," presented to the Van· 
dalia Development Commission, 
September, 1986, with E. 
Chandler, j. Geisler and R. 
Weller. 
"Computerizing the Marketing 
Research Course: Pros and Cons,'' 
member of panel which presented 
for the Midsoutb Marketing 
Educators Conference, Gulf Park, 
MS, April 1·3, 1987. 
Robert E. Meier 
"Eastern illinois University 
Economic Impact on Charleston 
and Mattoon," a publication of 
Eastern illinois University, 
january, 1987. 
Allen F. Messenger 
"A Synergistic Approach to 
Evaluation of the Products, 
Distribution Channels, and Sales 
Territories of Small Businesses," 
Midwest Business Administration 
Association, March 26, 1987. 
Marilyn Oglesby 
"University-Wide Writing Com· 
petency Examination Five Years 
Later - ls It Working?" present· 
ed to International Convention, 
Association for Business Commu· 
nication, Los Angeles, CA, 
November 12·16, 1986. 
Foster Rinefort 
''Graduate and Student Evalua· 
tions of a Graduate Business Pro-
gram," Proceedings, Midwest 
Business Administration Associa· 
tion, March, 1987, with J. Grant 
and D. White. 
"Teaching a Graduate Manage-
ment Admission Course,'' Pro· 
ceedings, Midwest Society for 
Human Resources and Industrial 
Relations, 1987. 
" Graduate Business Student 
Placement,'' Proceedings, 
Midwest Society for Human Re-
sources and Industrial Relations, 
1987. 
" A Gas Explosion at Ottawa, On· 
tario," Annual Advances in 
Business Cases, 1986. 
''An Overview of Business Case 
Publication,'' Proceedit:gs, 
Midwest Case Research Associa· 
tion, 1987. 
" How to Reduce Work Injuries 
in a Cost Effective Way," Chapter 
22, Handbook of Occupational 
Safety and Health, Lawrence 
Sloat, editor, New York, john 
Wiley and Sons, 1987. 
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''A Gas Explosion in Ottawa, On-
tario,·' Midwest Case Research 
Association, Charleston, IL, 1986. 
"Teaching a Graduate Manage· 
ment Admissions Test Review 
Course,'' Midwest Business Ad-
ministration Association, March, 
1987, with J . Grant and M. 
Wilson. 
" Managing the Challenge: 
Publishing, Practicing and 
Teaching," Project Minerva 
Workshop, Southwestern Federa-
tion of Academic Disciplines, 
1987. 
''ConceptS for Management and 
Organization Behavior,·' Project 
Minerva Regional Faculty 
Development Workshop, Salt Lake 
City, UT, 1987. 
"Cost Effective Safety Programs," 
presented to Ministry of Labor 
and Social Security, Republic of 
Italy, Rome, 1987. 
"Cost Effective Safety Programs," 
presented to National Institute of 
Occupat1onal Health, Peoples 
Republic of Hungary, Budapest, 
1987. 
"Cost Effective Safety Programs," 
presented to National Research In-
stitute of Occupational Safety, 
Peoples Republic of Hungary, 
Budapest, 1987. 
10 
Jerome J. Rooke 
~ussant, educational ~ue 
research paper, " Investigation of 
Student Preference for Exam For-
mat,'' (by Ramasamyh Adaiyappa 
and Sharon RobertS, University of 
Arkansas), American Accounting 
Association, Ohio Regional 
Meeting, Worthington, OH, May 
2, 1987. 
Stuart Rosenkrantz 
"Fuerungstheorien, Soziale Lem· 
theorie," in Handworterbuch der 
Fuhmng , J. Reber, Editor, Stutt· 
gart, Frg: C.E. Poeschel Verlag, 
1987, with F. Luthans. 
• • Difference Scores: In 
Perspective," Proceedings, Spec1al 
Topics Division, Midwest Business 
Administration Association, 
March 25-27, 1987. 
Mel E. Schnake 
Principles of Supervision , W. C. 
Brown publishers, Dubuque, lA , 
1987. 
"Use of Operations Research 
Techniques in Large and SmaU 
Corporations,'' Proceedings, 
Southern Management Associa-
tion, November, 1986, with Y. 
Kathawala. 
• 'The Social Information Process-
ing Model of Task Design: Con· 
flicting Cues and individual Dii· 
ferences," Group and Organiza · 
lions Studies, Vol. 12, pp. 
221·240, 1987, with M. Dumler. 
Robert F. Sharp 
"Comparison of Conventional and 
Adjusted Performance Measures 
Under Simulated Price Stabiliza-
tion," journal of Accountir~g a,uf 
Public Policy, Summer 1986, pp. 
93-11 0. 
• 'The EHects of Inflation: How 
They Persist," journal of Ac· 
counting, Auditing and Finance, 
(forthcoming), with W. Hauworth, 
11, and V. Lembke. 
Paul Smith 
" Disclosure of Corporate Social 
Response in Annual ReportS: A 
Comparison of the New-Federal-
ism and Ante New-Federalism 
Eras," Proceedings, April, 1986, 
Western Regional Meeting of the 
American Accounting Associa-
tion. 
• • Disclosure of Corporate Social 
Response in Annual ReportS: A 
Comparison of the New-Federal· 
ism and Ante New-Federalism 
Eras," Social Accotmting 
Monitor , Warrnambool Institute 
for Advanced Business Studies, 
Victoria, Australia, Fall, 1986. 
" 'Moral Failure' at the Colleges 
of Business?" a case presented 
and accepted by the refereed 
Midwest Case Writers Association 
Workshop, July, 1986. 
''Financial Reporting vs. Social 
Reporting-Some lntertemporal, 
Political and Cultural 
Dimensions,'' presented at the 
August, 1986, Annual Meeting of 
the American Accounting 
Association, New York. 
"Effective Program Budgeting," 
presented to the EIU Illinois 
Mooicipal Treasurers Institute, 
October 13, 1986. 
"Efficiency and Effectiveness in 
Governmental Operations," 
presented to the EIU illinois 
Municipal Treasurers Institute, 
October 13, 1986. 
Roland D. Spaniol 
• ' Recertification Credit for Ex-
amination Questions," AICCP 
Newsletter, October, 1986. 
''Review of SUS Computer De-
gree Programs: ConsultantS' 
Report and Recommendations,'' 
November, 1986, with C. V. 
Ramamoorthy. 
"Status of Recertification," 
AICCP Newsletter, April, 1987. 
''Computer Science Program 
Review: State University System 
of Florida," Board of Regents, 
State University System of Florida, 
April 30, 1987. 
Ralph B. Weller 
" Retail Services: A Tool For 
Competitive Advantage?" Pro· 
ceedings, Small Business Track, 
Midwest Business Administration 
Association, March, 1987, with 
E. Chandler. 
"The Development of a Market· 
ing Plan for the industrial 
Development of Vandalia, 
Illinois," presented to the Van-
dalia Development Commission, 
September, 1986, with E. 
Chandler, J. Geisler and N. 
Marlow. 
The Entrepreneur and Strategic 
Management, a review and sam-
ple cases for Addison, Wesley 
Publishing Company, June 15, 
1987. 
Douglas White 
" Recent Graduate and Student 
Evaluations of a Graduate Busi-
ness Program," Proceedings, 
Midwest Business Administration 
Association, March, 1987, with 
]. Grant and F. Rinefort. 
Marilyn Wilkins 
"Curriculum Guide for 
Keyboarding/Formatting," Stage 
1, Department of Adult Voca-
tional and Technical Education, il-
linois State Board of Education, 
June, 1987, with L. Greathouse. 
"What's New in Records 
Management for Teachers," 
North Central Business Education 
and Illinois Business Education 
Conference, November, 1986. 
Roundtable discussion participant 
at Central Illinois Association of 
Records Managers, November, 
1986. 
Software demonstration, Delta Phi 
Epsilon, February, 1987. 
"Records Management: How to 
Organize & Improve Efficiency,'' 
Saint Mary-of-the Woods College, 
April, 1987. 
" Word Processing," 1987 Sum-
mer Leadership and College Prep 
Camp for Minoriry High School 
Students, Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity, june, 1987. 
"Keyboarding for Kids," Eastern 
lllinois Universiry Summer of Ex-
cellence Program, Summer 1987. 
M ichael D. Wilson 
"Teaching a Graduate Manage-
ment Admissions Test Review 
Course," Midwest Business Ad-
ministration Association, March, 
1987, with J. Grant and 
F. Rinefort. 
"Estimating the Effects of a 
Graduate Management Admis-
sions Test Review Course," 
Midwest Business Administration 
Association, March, 1987, with 
J. Grant. 
Three Receive Faculty 
Excellence Awards 
Cot1gratulations to Bertrand P. 
Holley and Yunus Kathawala 
from Management/Marketing 
and to Marilyn Wilkins from 
Business Education/Administra-
tive Information Systems upon 
receiving 1987 Faculty Excel· 
fence Awards. Holley's award is 
for excellence in teaching, 
Kathawala 's in research and 
Wilkins' in service. 
Twenty·tbree Eastern Illinois 
University faculty members 
were selected by a committee to 
receive Excellence Awards. 
President Rives hosted a recep-
tiOfl in his home on April 28 in 
their bor~or. 
Messenger Joins 
Staff 
Allen F. Messenger was 
appointed Director of 
Regional Business Services 
in August 1986. Messen-
ger's qualifications include 
several years of private in -
dustry experience in sales, 
management and product 
development in addition to 
those as a Management and 
Marketing Department 
faculty member at EIU. He 
directs two programs -
the Community Business 
Assistance Center (CBAC) 
and the Small Business In-
stitute (SBI). 
During FY87, Messenger 
made personal contact with 
approximately 300 area 
businesspersons, 14 Cham-
bers of Commerce and 
several economic develop-
ment groups. As a result, 
forty-one requested CBAC 
counseling, SBI cases or 
faculty consulting services. 
CBAC sponsored the Busi-
ness Outlook '87 Con-
ference in cooperation with 
Lakeland Community Col-
lege and EIU,s Division of 
Continuing Education. Ten 
workshops were conducted 
on the following topics: 
Introduction to Computers 
Introduction to Lotus 1-2·3 
Advanced Lotus 1-2-3 
Word Processing on the PC 
Principles of Supervision 
Essentials of Supervision 
Intermediate Supervision 
Prospecting for Customers 
Two major consulting proj-
ects were provided to area 
businesses in the areas of 
market research and pro-
ductivity improvement 
methods. 
The Small Business In-
stitute is sponsored and 
funded by the Small Busi-
ness Administration. Dur-
ing FY87 teams of students 
under faculty supervision 
provided consulting services 
to sixteen area businesses 
and individuals. The In-
stitute also drew upon the 
experience and cooperation 
of SCORE (Service Corps of 
Retired Executives, Mat-
toon Chapter) members. 
Such cooperation has 
augmented students' class-
room education with the 
addition of "hands-on " ex-
perience. As evidence of 
the quality of Eastern's SBI 
From left to right: J ameo Charney, 
S BA, AI Me11enger, Rita McPheron, 
Ann Schumacher, Lori Sima, Gena 
Summerfield 
Outreach Activities 
cases, one team placed sec-
ond in the national re-
search consulting project 
competition sponsored by 
the SmaU Business Ad-
ministration. Pictured 
below are team members 
Rita McPherson, Lori Sims, 
Ann Schumacher, and 
Gena Summerfield who re· 
ceived awards from SBA 's 
james Charney. The 
awards were presented at 
the Annual Small Business 
Luncheon in May. 
AI Maooenger, CBAC 
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Development 
Two Professorships Endowed 
Lumpkin Donates $1 
Million 
A $1 million gift from 
the Lumpkin Foundation 
in Mattoon has endowed 
the first facu lty chair 
position in the Board of 
Governors System, and 
has given EIU's College of 
Business a new name. 
R .A . Lumpkin, CEO/ 
chairman of Illinois Con-
solidated Telephone Co. 
and Lumpkin Foundation 
President, delivered his 
check to EIU President 
Stanley Rives in March. 
The faculty chair position 
has been named the Lump-
kin Distinguished Professor-
ship. Interest earned on the 
$1 million endowment will 
pay the salary and support 
resources needed to employ 
a highly-qualified, nationally 
known scholar beginning in 
Fall, 1988. Eastern's gov-
erning board has approved 
naming the college of 
business in honor of Mr. 
Lumpkin. Additional funds 
from an endowment 
established by the Lumpkin 
Foundation in 1964 have 
also been earmarked for 
business programs. 
R.A. Lumpkin 
12 
Holley Honored By 
Alums 
Bertrand P. Holley, 
Associate Professor in the 
Department of Manage-
ment and Marketing and 
EIU 's most senior pro-
fessor, retired in the sum-
mer of '87. Holley taught 
41 years at Eastern. So 
popular was this master 
teacher that a group of 
alumni initiated an endow-
ment fund to establish the 
Bertrand P. Holley Distin-
guished Professorship of 
Social Responsibility in 
Business in his honor. 
Within six months 
$160,000 in gifts and 
pledges were received in-
cluding a $50,000 gift from 
Marathon Oil Company. A 
$500,000 goal has been 
established for the endow-
ment with proceeds desig-
nated to hire an eminent 
scholar who will focus con-
tinuing attention on 
Holley's lifetime devotion 
to ethics and social respon-
sibility in business. A por-
trait of Professor Holley 
was unveiled by Associate 
Vice President Soderberg at 
a dinner in Bert's honor on 
June 20. Alumni and 
donors from throughout 
the nation attended the 
celebration. The portrait 
hangs in Coleman Hall in 
the Department of Manage-
ment and Marketing. 
Telefund Surpasses 
Goal 
Business faculty members 
and students accepted the 
challenge of raising 
$30,000 during Telefund 
'87. The one-month cam-
paign concluded in March 
with pledges totaling 
$30,816. Funds generated 
by Telefund are used exclu-
sively for student awards 
and scholarships and for 
faculty development activ-
ities. MBA Association 
members, T om Berkler, 
Chairman, earned first 
year's possession of the stu-
dent organization traveling 
trophy for highest pledges 
of $5,441. Kevin Cravens 
had highest individual per-
formance with $1,440 in 
pledges. A touch-tone 
telephone in EIU's school 
colors was Kevin's reward. 
Distinguished Alumnus Eli R. Sidwell, Jr. 
Eli R. Sidwell, Jr., a 
1958 graduate of Eastern Il-
linois University, is the 
1987 recipient of the 
Lumpkin College of Busi-
ness Distinguished Alum-
nus Award. Sidwell 
received a plaque at the 
College of Business annual 
awards ceremony in April. 
Sidwell, a partner in Eli 
Sidwell & Associates Real-
tors in Charleston, has a 
long history of service to 
the University and the 
community. He has been 
active in the EIU Panther 
Club since 1976, a member 
of the Friends of Booth Li-
brary as well as Tarble 
Arts Center, and is a 
charter member of the 
Lumpkin College of Busi-
ness Dean's Business Advi-
sory Board. Mr. Sidwell 
serves as cochair of the 
Bertrand P. Holley Distin-
guished Professorship of So-
cial Responsibility in 
Business. 
Previous recipients of the 
Distinguished Alumnus 
Award are: 
1970 Donald Shawver 
1971 Dwight Baptist 
1972 John Luther 
1973 Author Hughes 
1974 Daniel James 
1975 Jerry Fines 
1976 James Kehias 
1977 Gene Newport 
1978 John Willingham 
1979 J.W. Oglesby 
1980 Cynthia Wedryk 
1981 Richard Arroyo 
1982 George 0. Krueger 
1983 Rex D. Cooley 
1984 Judith K. Myers 
1985 Coyn Richardson 
1986 H. Michael Finkle 
Ell R. Sidw ell, J r. 
Now in its second year, 
the Dean's Business Ad-
visory Board has expanded 
to twemy-nine members. 
Officers during 1986-87 
were Obed Henderson , 
Chairperson; Wilbur 
Dronen, Chairperson Elect; 
joseph Brumleve, Secre-
tary(freasurer. Board 
members offered advice on 
student internships, faculty 
fellowships, and reviewed 
Rettberg and Gruber Archi-
tects' plans for the pro-
posed addition to Coleman 
H all at the Fall meeting. 
Pictured below are Les 
Brann, Illinois State 
Chamber of Commerce 
President, and Bob Mande-
ville, Bureau of the Budget 
Director, debating Gover-
nor Thompson's proposed 
tax increase at the March 
meeting. EIU President 
Rives attended both 
meetings, thanking Board 
members for becoming 
partners in preparing stu-
dents for employment and 
in promoting economic 
development activities 
through the Lumpkin Col-
lege of Business. 
...... , ...... 
Terry Brandon 
Vice President 
Sales and Marketing 
Pepsi.COia Bottling Company 
Marion, ll 
Lester Brann 
President 
IUinois State Chamber of 
Commerce 
Chicago, lL 
Joe Brumleve 
Partner 
Brumleve and Dabbs 
Effingham, IL 
Rex Cooley 
Controller 
Marathon Petroleum Company 
Findlay, OH 
Richard Cain 
Prtmdent 
Cain Enterprises, lnc. 
Decatur, IL 
Wilbur Dronen 
Employee Relations Manager 
Caterpillar Tractor Company 
East Peoria, IL 
Dean Gowin 
Owner 
Charleston-Mattoon IGA 
Mattoon, IL 
Obed Henderson 
General Agent 
Massachusetrs Mutual Life 
Insurance Company 
Mattoon, Ll 
William Hopper 
Prestdtnt 
First Trust Bank 
Taylorville, IL 
Robert Huey 
President 
World Color Press 
Effingham, IL 
-
Richard Lumpkin, Jr. 
President 
Illinois Consolidated Telephone 
Company 
Mattoon, ll 
Robert Mandeville 
Director 
Illinois Bureau of the Budget 
Springfield, ll 
Daniel Marvin, Jr. 
President 
First National Bank of Mattoon 
Mattoon, Il 
Robert Moore 
PresidCflt 
AGCO, Jnc. 
Charleston, lL 
G. Howard Mower 
Assistant Controller 
AMOCO Production Company 
Chicago, IL 
David Musgrave 
President 
National Bank of Robinson 
Robinson, IL 
J. W . Oglesby 
Vtee President 
The Reasor Corporation 
Charleston, lL 
Paula Phillips 
Attorney at Law 
Mattoon, ll 
John Reed 
Administrator 
Weber Medical Clinic 
OLney, IL 
Coyn Richardson 
President 
CVR Investments 
Springfield, ll 
Douglas Schmalz 
Controller 
Archer· Daniels-Midland 
Decatur, fl 
Advisory Board 
Donald Shawver 
Chairperson 
Department of Marketing 
University of Missouri at 
Columbia 
Columbia, MO 
Eli Sidwell 
Partner 
Eli Sidwell and Associates 
Charleston, rL 
Ann Waskom 
Personnel Superintendent 
State Farm Insurance Companies 
Bloomington, Il 
James Watt 
Chairman of the Board and 
CEO 
Mid America BancSystem, Inc. 
Fairview Heights, Il 
John White, Jr. 
President 
Ill inois Agricultural Association 
Bloomington. IL 
Tom White 
Director of Strategic Planning 
Rexnord, Inc. 
Brookfield, WI 
John Willingham 
Partner 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & 
Company 
New York, NY 
Robert Wright 
lincolnshire, IL 
FY87 Donors 
Alumni Donors Vernon Drake 1966 Rooald & l.irda Grissom 
1920 james & Nadene Draper Richard Livengood Perry & Marilyn Hall 
Ralph & Laura Adams Paul & Margaret Haase john Zink Jerry Hardy 
Roben & Darlene Hanna Ronald & Myra Jeffris 
1935 Doris & Wilford Hudson 1957 Dennis & Irene Schmidt 
Aubert & Helen North Richard & Benna Lee Olmstead William & Roberta Griggs Larry & Marjorie Spillman 
Harold & Shirley Stinebaugh Herbert & Bettye Heiney Dennis & Nancy Voyles 
1939 Robert & Norma Winkleblack George & Joanne Krueger Beverly Waldrop 
Grace Bair Charles & Ruth Long Philip & Ann Williams 
1951 M. Gene & Sandra Newport 
1940 Eloise & jerry Buffenmeyer Cliffonl Nugent 1960 
Park Fellers Max & Mary CougiU Martha & Jim Parkes James & Betty Adcock 
Donald & Laura England Coyn & Doris Richardson Charles & Mary Ellen Andrews 
1941 janet Holley Sharlene Smith Charlotte Atkins 
Oliver & Eileen Brown Author & Marjorie Hughes Samuel Syfert Charles & Roberta Baird 
james Wyeth john & Parricia Luther Helen Tyrell-Smith William & Virginia Burkhardt 
Robert & Betty Jean Mitchell Kenneth Diephol1. 
1942 Shirley Muchow 1958 James & Helen Dillier 
Beulah & Walter Aide Robert Poggenpohl Glenn & Janet Albin Ronald & Prudence Fitzsimmons 
Wendell & julia Blair Kenneth & Emily Wilson George & Jena Allisoo Jack & Barbara FO&S 
Ruth Brookhart Barbara & Harold Zimmack james Ashbrook jack & Marjorie Hatfield 
Margaret & Allan Cress Gail Blair Donald & Ruth Malcom 
Marion Ryan 1952 Roger & Carole Fisher Curtis Marsh 
Dorothy Scanavino Dwight Baptist Monte & Nita Groothuis Clark Nelson 
Tom & Jeannette Katsimpalis Kenneth & Mary Hamilton Robert & Wilma Parrish 
1943 James & Betty Jean Kebias Larry Harrison james Parry 
jewell Bauman Harry Miller james & Barbara Hatfield Lillian Taylor 
Ruth Conn Richard & Dorothy Myers Nancy & Donald Hinton john & Phyllis Walstrom 
Dale & S. Jane johnson Mary & Hans Olsen Robert & Ruby Anne Kovack 
Richard & Patricia Parker Dale & judith McHenry 1961 
1944 Robert Parker J. W. & Marilyn Oglesby Roger Baker 
Charlene Shields Kenneth & Paula jo Price Sid & Stephanie Drain 
1953 Eli & Laura Sidwell Phyllis Fasking 
George & Virginia Corrie Charles & Jean Thompson Dean & Judith Ferris 
1946 Margery & Robert Davenport Ebner & Myrna Voudrie Kenneth & Frances Galey 
James & June Giffin Norm & Helen Endsley Jack Weber Bill & Nancy Goodmon 
William & Nina McMullen Franklin & Sail y Wolf Danny Hixson 
1947 Bob & Marilyn Miller Marion & Wilma Zane Sandra Hoffman 
Orl.a Kimbrough Don & Marjorie Myers G. Evan & Kay Jackson 
Norma Schultz. William & Mary Reineke John Kuruc, Jr. 
Donald & Alice Shawver Robert & Malinda Mason 
William Winnen 1954 Gary Rogers 
Eugene & Betty Aikman Richard & Elizabeth Scott 
1948 Donald & Anna Branson Florence Spero 
Doyle Dressback john & joyce Dively john Ttptoo 
Charles Moore William & Joyce Fellers Edward & Janet Tyrrell 
John & juanita RobertS Jerry & Twila Griffith William & Parricia Wolf 
Barbara Martin 
1949 James McWilliams 1962 
John & Enid Barren Janet Moore James & Rebecca Andrews 
Douglas Brown Samuel & Mary Ann Taber J. W. Ogles by jan & Beverly Blue 
Billy & Harriet Byers John & Stella Waggoner 1959 Robert & Carole DuHadway 
Donald & Mary Cohoon Charles & Mariano Y ouoger Donald & Mary BeU David & M. Sybil Eberhart 
William & Beatrice Cooper William & lola Burnside H. Michael F"tnkle 
Lawrence & Mildred Hutchens 1965 Rex & Nancy Cooley Charles & Sara Fuller 
james & B. Delores Knott Betty & Calvin Campbell D. Dean & Doris Crook Jerry Lambert 
Thomas Potter Thomas & Martha Faller William Curry Billy & lovell Legg 
Leon & Clarie Slovikoski Marian & Fred Finkbiner Jerry & Clare Dye Terry Littrell 
louis Urbaocek Phillip & Dolores McDivitt joel & Roberta Edgington James & Sharon McDaniel 
Franklin & Lynn Simmons Jus tin & Bernice Elliott joseph & Marlene Rotter 
1950 Roscoe & Jeanie Wallace Garfield & Sandra Greathouse Michael & Dorothy Weber 
William Barr David & Marian Winters Gene & Carolyn Greek Charles Wey 
Donald & Mary Brauer Joseph Green Virginia & John Wright 
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1963 Shirley Swiatek Robert Williamson john & Mary Coffey 
Gary & Patricia Baumgarten Carl Watkins, Jr. jeri & Brian WISher Gary & Cinda Cunningham 
jack Beason Robert Wertt Linda & Dean Wolz Harry Dandelles 
Michael Craig Patricia & John Young Stephen & Carol Davis 
Edward Freeman 1968 Thomas & Karen Dockweiler 
Bob & Sharon Gunnigle 1966 W. & Pamela Adams Sharon Floyd 
Edwin & Delores Heaney james Arthur, Jr. Herbert & Nancy Aden Robert & Mary Gover 
Roger & Sue johnson Charles & Judith Barrett jerry & Constance Armstrong Ronald & Camille Grabski 
Richard Leden Minor & Linda Best Alan & Sally Behrens Richard & Kandy Grafton 
Ronald & linda Leibig Leland & Pamela Bultmann SieVen Benvenuto Linda & Gordon Green 
David & Marilyn Musgrave Roger Claar Billy & Kathleen Dabbs Gary & Diana Hetherington 
james & Maurine Orr john & Renee Collie james Dining Sharon & Raymond Johns 
Donald Overton David & Mary Ann Corrado Oliver Elder Keith Kobanz.o 
Steven Sanderson Tierney Davenport Terry & Linda Ellett David & Nora lancaster 
john Spencer Richard & Joan Dodson Danny Endsley joe & Connie Landes 
Marolyne Williams Terre & Carol Engleton Thomas & Deborah Evans Martin & Angela lewis 
Sarah & Gary Ferrero joyce & Larry Frohock Richard & Jeanne McMurray 
1964 Thomas & Teresa Gilbert H. Keith & R. Bridget Gaddis Steve & janis Middlemas 
Stephen & janet Allison Vincent Gregory Nicholas Goluba, Jr. Robert & Beverly Miller 
larry & Barbara Beccue John & Joan Guyot David & Ann Hagedorn Mary Lou Miller 
Robert & Anne Bliss larry Hinkle Mary Hall Richard MiUer 
jerry & Judy Brierly Craig liggett Arthur & Donna Handell Burl & Paula MiUigan 
Richard & Sheila Cadwalader Robert & Sandra little Ralph Hart Dennis & Dorothy Nehls 
Richard Cain Robert & Sally Manion Ga.ry Hepner Rufus Patton 
Richard & Linda Campbell Roger Martin Dennis & Janis Hillary Thomas & Carol Pigati 
William Carter Leonard & janet Metheny Phillip Howard john Powell 
Isaac & Charlotte Charlton Michael & Sharon Murphy Edwin & B. Diane Hussemann Daniel & Carla Proffitt 
Edwin & Roberta DeMoss john Pajkos Carolyn & Frederick Jensen Ronald & Debra Rami 
William & Judith Eaton Robert & juanita Sherwood Michael & Barbara Kirk David & janice Renaud 
jeannette Eells David & Sharon Stuckey Jerry & Janet Langenbahn Ronald & Katherine Renier 
Gerald & lois Felten Tedmar lbompson Gary Leach Ronald Ruby 
Carol & Leland Grimes James & Donna Wilkey Marilyn & James Lowell Gregory Thorn 
William & Betty Hemann Rick Williams Barbara Maier.Chastain Ernest & Judy lbompson 
Rudolph & Kathryn Hlavek Robert Majerus jerry & Elizabeth VanDyke 
lbomas & Suz.anne Hoops 1967 John & Sluanne Nelson Darrell & Suzanne VanFossan 
lawrence Jahn Roger Ahrens M. H. & Georgia Noland Bill & Marilyn Weir 
james & Lois Kelly Gary & Karen Bachman M. Ronald & Barbara Nottmeier Patrick & Karen Wesley 
Byron & Sharon Kuhl Matt Bales Alan & Roberta Onegren Dorothy & Gerald Wise 
Michael & Dorothy Merry Norman & Marcia Blohm Sheridan Pulley Mark & JoAnn Wojick 
Donald & Judy Mieure David & Vicki Boyer Eric & Nancy Rasmussen 
Jerry & Beverly Mouser Janice & Marshall Bryant Donald & Nora Seely 1970 
Richard & Linda Nelson Louise Burke William Small Robert & Jan Anderko 
David & Merna Piper Gordon Case James Stewart Joanne & Robert Bassi 
Roger & Ramona Roberson john & Jane Haggerty Thomas & Martha Stinson lbomas Bellone 
Robert Roberts Robert & Cynthia Hardig William & judith Sunderman Luanne & Clark Blade 
Marilyn & G. Satterwhite Eileen Healy Gary & Elizabeth Thompsoo Harry & Patricia Clapeck 
Ramona & Donald Tolliver loren & Elizabeth Hunsaker Paul & Norma Willenborg Donna & Leonard Clendenin 
lawrence & Carol Uebner David & Carol Hutton Brem & Sharon \Vslson E. Thomas & Eliz.abeth Collins 
Suunne & Harvey Zimmerle Curtis jackson Vicki & Robert WoUf Sue & Terry Cundall 
Ronald & Angela Longtin Kenneth & Karen Wood Steven & Linda Davis 
1965 Sharon Maggert Linaya Yates·Lea Roger & Velma Finnern 
Robert Ashbaugh Martin & Jean Mansfield joseph & Barbara Frisina 
Everetl & Donna Baldwin Kathryn Martens 1969 Terry & Lydia Fritts 
Frances & Barry Barnard John Maton David & Nancy Beal Herbert & Marlene Gaffigan 
David & Karen Bydalek Charles & Linda Miller Wallace & Lois Beeler Dennis Grace 
Stephen & janet Daughhetee Truman & Susan Moore Ronald & Linda Behrns Charles & Cynthia Hale 
William & Karen Haire G. Howard & Kathy Mower Paul & Billiejeanne Belobraydic Darlene & Wallace Hutchinson 
Thomas Hall Michael & Sandra Mulcahey Catherine Bliss Melvin & Gale Krieger 
W. Max & Louanna Jaeger Bill & Carol Orender Leonard & Carolyn Boblitl Stephen & Ann Larson 
james & Nancy Modey Gary & l. Susan Shafer Samuel & Florence Book james Maddamma 
Lyle & Janet Nichols Frank Weber ill lowell & Janice Bourne Stephen Mansfield 
John Oxley Ronald & Roberta Westendorf Frederick Burgett Michael & Jill Mattis 
Milton Smith D Dennis & Sherry WiUiams Charles & Rosemary Cioper Glenn & Deanna Miner 
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Donald & Jeanette Monit 
judy Myers 
larry & Carolyn Ol.ier 
Allan Penwell 
Patricia & Philip Prullippe 
Terry & Anita Ridgley 
David Riggen 
john & Anne Stole 
james & Cruu Switrer 
Gerald & Judy Thacker 
Terry Tuley 
Bruce & Carol Vollrath 
Oliver & linda VonBehren 
Karen Walk 
L. Keith WIUte 
Diana & Stephen Woodland 
1971 
Arnold Aeschlernan 
Gfegory & Susan Andresen 
Roy & Theodocia Ballinger 
Dan & Gail Baughman 
Robert & Barbara Bills 
Radford Burkett 
Tony Burrell 
William & Sheila Burrell 
Douglas Cliff 
Richard & Nancy Corbin 
Michael Cravatta 
james David & Vickie Dean 
Kenneth & Dorothy Doetseh 
john & jan Erdmann 
Don & Sheila Etchison 
Charles & Carolyn Flach 
Richard Fox 
Daniel Heffernan 
Leon Hinton 
Eric & Debra Joshu 
Fiu.roy & Sylvia Lewis 
Janice & James Louthan 
Allan & linda Manhart 
Lynene & Timothy Mannos 
Karl & Gail Mathews 
John Nagy 
Brent Owen 
john Ramsey 
Gary Resh 
Gregory Robertson 
Frederick & janet Ruckman 
Robert & Mary Scott 
Thomas & linda Shamblin 
Audra & Burton Shan 
Thomas & Susan Sloan 
Kevin Smith 
William & Cindy SpGrks 
Michael & Candy Tabor 
Michael & Delores Walter 
Carl & Sally Weakley 
Curtis Wehrmann 
Thomas Wetzler 
Martin Wilder 
Kenneth & Ruth Zane 
16 
Geo<ge Cemllle (center!, Reoldent VP of NO<folk Southern Rellroad, preoents Dean Ted 
lverle with • donation to the Holley P roject. Mike Weaver, Rep. Ueftl looke on. 
1972 
Stephen & Mary Anderson 
Elsie & William Augustine 
james & Carol Balsamo 
Wayne & Kathleen Bennett 
Roger Bettenhausen 
Barbara Bokan 
Stephen Bryan 
Richard & Kathleen Carpenter 
David Carrell 
joan & john Cunningham 
james & Candice Dady 
Robert & Rose DeGuilio 
john & Dana Deffenbaugh 
David & Pamela Doerr 
Jacqueline & Michael Dority 
Donald & Patricia Dunkel 
Janel Franz 
Louisa & larry Frye 
John & Mary Ann Gisburne 
Norman & Barbara Hanford 
james Hayes 
David & Valerie Hofferkamp 
Stanley & Sharon Hollen 
Kenneth & Gloria Horsman 
Errol & Carole Hutchison 
Gregory & Susan Ikemire 
Robert & Therese Kincade 
Anthony Klyctek 
Walter & Ellen Knollenberg 
Gerald Lawrence 
David & jeanette Lecher 
David & Vivian Lewis 
Ted & Janet Lewis 
Dennis & Holly Mallaney 
Jean Mathieu 
Stephen & Carla Murray 
Danny & Cheryl Parkinson 
Joseph & janet Pittman 
Tommy & Sharon Reichart 
Ronald & Janet Roglis 
Dennis Shanholu.er 
Randolph & Marsha Siuda 
Iris Smith 
Marcia Sproull 
William & Gloria Strang 
Thomas & Dianne Totten 
Jane & Thomas Tuu 
Richard Vasquet 
Cynthia & Ronald Wedryk 
Randy & LueUa Weeks 
Douglas Wiegel 
Georgia & Clark Wilkinson 
Charles & Kathleen Wimberly 
1 973 
Bruce & Bonnie Bennyhoff 
Thomas Bolton 
Russell & Rosemary Bonaguidi 
Kenneth & Diane Caluwe 
Mark & jeanne Camfield 
James & Brenda Carlile 
Edward & Hel1111 Carlson 
Rodney & Pamela Chally 
Jerry & joan Collins 
Eileen Cooney 
Larry & Cheryl Crews 
William Daniel 
Steven & Deborah Dennis 
Marsha Duke 
Jeffrey & Eliz.abeth Edcr 
Randall & joyce Gardner 
Donald & Mary Ghcr 
Kurt Herbst 
Barbara & Galen Hinkel 
Roy Hodgeman 
David & Kim Howrey 
Randolph & Laura Hughes 
David & Sharon Irons 
Don & Pam jesse 
Timothy & Rebecca Kearns 
Michael & Patricia Kerner 
Michael & Sharon Kerr 
Clarence Kersey 
Harold & Joan Kroeger 
Everett & Judith lawrence 
Michael & Margaret Lysaker 
Clarence & Linda Miller 
Roy & Carol Montgomery 
Thomas & Mary jane Mood 
Wayne & Unda Morrisoo 
Doreen & Howard Nelms 
Bruce Nied 
Virgil & Mary Petty 
Ernest & Kathy Plott 
Randall & Donna Pollen 
Richard Ramsey 
Philip & Karen Reynenson 
Robert Salzenstein 
Gary & Cheryl Schwar11. 
Dennis & Debra Sickinger 
Ronald & Ann Stacy 
G. Michael & Barbara Stephenson 
Michael & Mary Stephenson 
jeffrey Tate 
john & Kristine Taylor 
Sharon Taylor 
William & Debra Thommen 
Rodney & Carol Thompson 
Gordon & Heidi Walter 
Michael Weaver 
Stephen & Nancy Weber 
David & Judy Whikehart 
Wanda Williams 
Douglas & janet York 
john Zatarski, Jr. 
19 74 
Gary & Michelle Bach 
Eldon Boemgen 
john & Janet Burnett 
Patrick & Frances Caner 
Luisa & Alphonso DiPietro 
Patricia & William Farley 
Jed & Barbara Ferguson 
Roberr Gasbarro 
Sandra Graf 
Mary Anoe & Dale Hanner 
Larry & Kim Heinemann 
Terry & Mona Howe 
Terry & Mary Hutchison 
Carl & Karen Keown 
Michael & Annette Koontz 
Ronald & Nancy Koopman 
Richard Kuykendall 
Frank & Denise Maynerich 
R. Scott & Renee Mclaughlin 
Gregory & Mary Ellen Meador 
jack & Marsha Messmore 
Barbara & Roger Norstrom 
James Ozee 
William & Sarah Pauara 
John & Barbara Prince 
Michael & Terri Randles 
Leland Roth 
Philip & Barbara Salvador 
Roger & Suunne Shaw 
Kathleen & Walter Slezak 
Michael & Margaret Spaulding 
Dennis & Donna Stephenson 
Gary & Judith Vest 
Eliz.abeth Waggoner 
1975 William Emrich james Heerema Daniel & Terri Flood 
Steven & Jane Arbuthnot Richard & Barbara Feeney Ga.ry & Barbara Henigman Mary Grady 
James Barham Alvin & Patricia Fritschle George Heppe John Gvozdjak 
William & Marilyn Bates Mark & Sandra Fritz John & Susanne Higgins Toni & Richard Herwaldt 
Robert Bender Jay & Paula Grimes Donald Horn Gail & Wayne Huelsmann 
Robert Bielenberg Scott & Emily Harris Richard Hughs Bruce & Suzanne Kaminski 
Nolan & Cathy Black Linda & Donald Heath Bruce Janovsky Stephen & Rosalie Kovacs 
Edward Brankey Gerald Hecht Daniel & Toqualee Lawrence William & Barbara Livernash 
Joseph Bretz Danny & Donna Huber Steven Madlinger Michael & Debra Murrill 
Ellen & Rodney Carter Randy & Diane Johner Theresa & Richard Mannz Mark Ottarski 
William & Marsha Cavinder Barbara Kimlel Lana & Jim McCutchen Gregg Porter 
James & Deborah Chaney Randall Kob Thomas Murray Mark & Lynn Radzom 
Jeffrey & Patricia CipoUa Shelley Kohlenberg Dennis & llli.zabeth Ondyak Thomas Rochford 
Jeffery Cougill Mary Komada James & Pamela Phelps Jay & Martha Sander 
Judy Covey Larry & Christine Lagesse Mary Phillips Debra & jack Sims 
Debra Crocker james & Kabra Langen Robert & Vickie Polarek Mark Smith 
Dominic Fanello Jean & Kevin Lawlor Edward & Sara Rei! john & Rebecca Smith 
Paul & Jody Fournier Mattie Lewis-Bynum Michael & Kathleen Robertson Gordon & Amy Soderlund 
Glenn & Melanie Fredrickson jane & Wayne Lockett Janina Robinson Thomas & Debra Spees 
John & Patricia Genina tti Mark & Mary Martin Allen & Marie Ryan James & Pat Spicuzza 
Donald Hahn Peggy McGrath Robert Sawyer Thomas & Gloria St. Peter 
Robert Hocking James & Ilona Mellin john & Theresa Selleck Rebecca & Gary Teak 
Gordon & Mary Hurst Jack & Sandra Moore Joe & Lisa Sexton Charles & Joanne Tenbroeck 
Laura & Robert Hussey Frank & Marla Mumford Pamela Shappell Cathleen & John Theriault 
). Victor & Nancy Johnson Ruth & Michael Pamatot Gayle & Michael Strader 
Thomas & Barbara Kleiss W. Bradley Park Christina & Steven Sunkel 1979 
Gary & Elaine LaFave Denise Pellum Ralph Swiatek Douglas Adams 
David Lawson Rodney & Judy Plackett Thomas & Theresa Vandenberg Francine & Lawrence Ahern 
Thomas & Pamela Maskey Kevin & Ellen Roberts Stephen & Debra Wall Richard & Mary Ashley 
Mark McNulty Paul Rosenthal David & Elizabeth Williams David & Kristin Ballsrud 
James & Karen Munz. Anthony Ruggeri ill Robert & Nancy Williams Mark & Sherri Bankord 
Cynthia Murray James & Karen Schnorf William Winberg David Bassett 
Reginald Phillips William Schwartz Donald & Janice Wright Sarah & Steven Bell 
Gary & Jill Poskio Stephen & Katherine Selcke Gary & Laurie Yount Edmund & Linda Bickett 
George & Debra Preisser Pamela Simpson Bryan Zall Susan Bounds 
Carl Randoll Dennis Sterchi Charles & Laurene Brown 
Robert & Brenda Rea John Sutfin Karla & Whitney Brown 
Richard & Linda Repking john & Kathleen Tingley Brian & Dema Carr 
Jerry & Lynda Sams Steve Totten Jieh-Yuan & LiChen 
Leo Schlee Richard & Jayne Tsupros Marilyn & Andrew Clark 
Roger & Karen Schweighart Pamela Tucek Thomas & Karen Cramer 
Roger Shuman Dean & Carol Vandre Richard & Cheryl Dasher 
Ted & Melanie Stalets Harvey & Jone Willis Thomas & Dorothy Dersch 
Patrick & Cyodee Sullivan john Zopf, Jr. Kathryn Dixon 
Dennis Taylor Michael & Beth Doiron 
Gary Taylor 1977 Donald & Sandra Drennan 
David & Marilyn Wareham john & Anita Barta! Charles & Vicki Droste 
Christopher & Linda White Timothy Bestler Don Fuller Robert & Diane Dunn 
Esther & William Witsman loa Anne Biggs james & Debbie Dybas 
Thomas & Cathy Bishop 1978 Leland Freberg 
1976 Michael Broderick Karl & Mary Barnes Richard Furmanski 
]ana Baker David Bushur Charles Bonesteel john Gregoire 
jeffrey & Connie Baker Michael Copeland Steven Braun Michael & Kathy Grove 
Steven Berghorn Robert Detrich James & Karen Buhnerkempe Linda Haerr 
Lance Bovard Walter & Susan Dunn Theresa & John Callozzo Drady & Cindy Hendley 
Scott Buder Jill & Richard Eastin A!Ul Marie Cavanagh Patricia & David Hight 
Brian & Barbara Carlson William Farrey John & janice Christy Paul & Kim Hoffman 
Steven & Marsha Coleman Rick & jeanne Goeckoer Brad & Pamela Craft Gregory & Christine Kaefer 
Ronald & Madonna Coons Michael & Elizabeth Goodwin Mark & SheUey Davis Cheryl & Joseph Kelley 
Jon & Lin.da Davis Abbe Grills john & Linda Duncan Richard Kitchell 
John Day Cynthia Mickley Harris Stanley & Candace Emmerich jeffrey & Kimberly Knezovich 
James Dickey Thomas & Linda Haworth Dennis & V eanne Ennen David & Karen Lander 
Rick Emery William & Susan Hay John & Marla Ewers David Lareau 
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Theresa Lehman Kim & Mark Deterding 41981 Dean Scams 
David Lebnhausen Dan Drake Tracy Allen Kalhleen Schoene 
Steven Lemon Scott & Patricia Drake Michael & MaryBeth Apolzan Cheryl & Scon Siddens 
Kevin Madden Lynn & Karl Farwig Arthur & Janie Baker Sarabeth Sievers 
Gary Marquis David Finley Jerome Balcer Scott & Terri Smith 
Timothy & Kathleen Mast Debra & Mark Forbes Grant & Katie Blair Douglas Stanberry 
Kenneth & Susan Mattson Eric Frick Bernadette Boll Michael Strieker 
Nicholas & Brenda Merrill Gregory & Martha Gardner David & Karen Branding W. Brit & Judith Swisher 
Michael & Dolores Metzger John & Jennifer Grant Brian & Teresa Brown Susan & James Sz.aroletta 
john Nejman james Gregory Robert Buckley, Jr. Roben Urbance 
John & Sandy Pence Tim Gross Wayne & Margaret Buerger Oifford & Vernie Vadnais 
Timothy & Christy Peters Brook & Roger Haebich Barbara & David Carr Douglas & Edna Wade 
Michael & Susan Petrik Kevin & Brenda Harnm Steven & Jean Collinsworth Laura & David. Welker 
Lynda & Thomas Pottei ScOtt Harrison Chris & Christy Conrad Wendy Wilhelm 
Michael & Linda Rohrer Bradley & Polly Hatfield James & Pamela Cooper Michael Wilson 
Thomas & jean Root William & Kelly Hellyer Nancy Coulombe Michael Wilson 
Kris & Theresa Rosentreter Gale & Elizabeth Helpingstine Michael Cynova Robert & Bonita Wilson 
Thomas & julie Schuldt Steven & Lori Herold Joseph & Sheila Dively Tamela Wolz 
Ronald Segro David & Kathy Hicks Paul & Karen Donham Deborah & Mark Woods 
Barbara Seni Erin Marie Hooley John Fabbrini 
David Sluzevich. Susan Horst Gregory & Tamara Fisher 1982 
jane Smith Mikel Huelsmann Nancy Foster Gregory Anderson 
Steven & Laura Smith Alice & Jeffery johnson j ane Gregg Kenny Baugh 
Kevin Southerland Kennerh & Linda johnson j oyce Haitsma Cynthia & Daniel Beeler 
William & Susan Spangler Susan Jordal john & Michelle Hamlyn Cheryl & Greg Bigham 
Cindra Stiff Martin & Christine joseph julie Hecksher Richard & Carla Bloom 
john Stratton Rex & Cindy Kallembach Mary & Louis Hencken Robert & Therese Bodee 
Bruce Thomjl'lon James Bruce Kelley Dane Henry Scott Burnett 
Katherine & Donald Vance Margaret Krichbaum Jeffrey & Jacqueline Huxtable Robert & Sabrena Campbell 
Mark Voss Jeffrey & Jeri Lange Ma.ry Lynn Jackson Thomas & Cynthia Coleman 
Patricia Warren Robert & jeri Lehman Cynthia Jones Mark Conklin 
Penny Weaver james & Julie Losen Ann & Robert Keck Gris & Mary Dahlin 
Robert & Maxine Welchlin Roger Luchtefeld john & Cindy Kemp Douglas & Carla Dehority 
Charles Willes James & Anne Mansk Dwight Kensil Michael David Digan 
Michael & Robin Williams Barry & Lynn Maurizio Christopher & Laura Kouros Jay & linda Dinkelmann 
Patrick & Rosie York Brian & Janet McDonald Steve Kummer Karen Dornagola 
Michael & Debra Zambrowicz. Scott & Cathy Moore Karen Laasch Suzanne & John Doyle 
Curtis Nafziger Carol & Kent Lang Darlene & Mark Drilling 
Glen Natschke Stanton & Diana Lanman Scott Drzewiecki 
Jeffrey Oberschelp Peter LePage John Fadden 
Richard & Mary Ole.ksy Mark Lemanski Thomas & Lyn.da Fleming 
Ronald Palmer Michael & Karen Littleton Matthew Freimuth 
Robert & Lisa Polizzi Timothy & Loretta Longfellow Matthew & RicbeUe Glaser 
james & Amy Pritchard Carole lopez Judy & Robert Glatz 
Mary Proska Susan & Gary Lowery Cynthia & Mike Goebel 
john & Tara Pruden ScOtt & Theresa Mair Robert & Robin Harris 
Mary & Thomas Quirk Karen & Lee Mandel Joseph Henry 
Anthony & Karen Scala Robert & Tonia Mattox Colleen & John Hepner 
Carol Seley Kyle & Dottie Merris Dennis & Cynthia Holtmann 
George 1Cru•1111• Peter & Cathy Shinagawa Kathleen Miller David Keepes 
Larry & Maureen Steward Cary & Regina Musech Suzanne Keiser 
1980 Byran Stewart William & LaCinda Nohmer Gary Kerr 
Robert Balich Cheryl Stout Paul & Constance O'Mara Mark & Margaret Lanier 
Gary & joyce Baranowski Michael & jan Stuart Lynda Olson Ronald Lenart 
Rex & Mindy Barbee Harry Tmgley Robert Pantano Andrew Les:z.cynski 
Nicholas & Mary Barrnantje Frank & Leslie Urban james Parker Kim Lutz 
David & Denise Boente William Walker Henriette Peng Barbara Manhart 
Thomas & Renee Bosler Tracey Watts Kcnnerh Pyburn Rosemary Montgomery 
Peter & Regina Brinkman Ruth Weber Martin Robinson Raynell Morgenstern 
William & Laura COttradi Carhy & Bernard Wesselman Frank & Sharon Rossi j effrey & Mary Morris 
Jaime & Cheryl Copenhaver Kevin & Janice Wiggs Joseph & Sandra Sanders Michael & Susan Mumm 
David & Karen Corbin Dana & Bonnie Yungck Kay Sarver Michael & Kerri Nevill 
Jeffery Creighton Kenneth Ziegler D. Kevin & Pamela Savoree Sandra & Steven Norton 
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Peggy & Michael Oye Mark Munie Usa Hibbins Vincent Coale 
Donald & Janet Pittman Cynthia Niebrugge Robert Hopkins Roben Cook 
Donna Polinski Steven & Terri O'Riley Mark & janice jackson Steven & Christina Couet 
Julie Ponikvar Karen & Eric PakOSta Margaret jacobs Scott Dahm 
james Power Bruce Perrin Jason johanson Richard & Judy Davison 
lawrence Rivard Katherine Perry Diane Johnson Timothy & Cheri Dring 
Randall & laura Roan Chris & Roberta Pierson Michael Johnson Susan Dunbar 
Donald & Susan Roesch Pamela Quade Lynette jones Roben & Lorraine Eden 
Ty Royal Richard & Lori Rebholz Kevin & Deartna Kabbes Joseph Eilerman 
Eric Rue john Roberts Douglas & Kathy Kassing Steve & Paula Frederiksen 
John & Barbara Savage ]eHrey Rodier james Kolmer William & Elizabeth Gross 
Mark Schrimp{ Ann Ryan jerome Kurth Michael Harper 
Robert Sharp Catherine Schilkoski Jacqueline lager Elizabeth Harvey 
Lisa Squires Gary Schollmeier Kimberley larson Julie Henderson 
Mary Stoni~seh joanne Scott Lisa lawrence Cheryl & Jim Jansen 
Margaret Sullivan Tamara Skowronnek Thomas & Carrie Lithgow Susan Johnson 
Melissa Testroet Ronda Stinemyer Samuel Macaluso Barbara Knapp 
Martin & Diane Therrien Dennis & Jeanne Thiel Michael & Elizabeth Marchiori Keith Krout 
Teresa & Craig Tudor Steven & Linda Wente Randy & Cheryl Martin Rita Laodvogt 
Charles & Mary Ann Wall Lynne Wolle Steven Messmore John & Linda Leinberger 
Vincent & Alison Wardein Scott & Kimberly Wright Lynn Miller Louise Leonard 
Edgar & Brenda Weeks Rebecca & jerold Yoder Rita Miller Tim & Patricia Linsenmeyer 
Margarete & Mark Winland john Modder lawrence & Connie Louvier 
Doreen Wurster Marci Murphy R. Scett Luecal 
James & Lynn Yarbrough Clyde Passman Greg & Kari Lutcbka 
Brian Zilinskas Mary & William Pawn Elizabeth Martin 
Daniel Zimmerlce Kimberly Pieper Susan McCoy 
Vicki Reed John & Stacey McGee 
1983 Donna Ridgway David & Gail Mitchell 
Pamela Alexander john Rogers Maura Montemayor 
J. Jeffrey & lauri Allee Russ & Lisa Rossi john & Jean Neidig 
Nancy Balmes Jeff Rueter Samuel & Gail Paisley 
Todd Bickers Myron & Peggy Salmon jennifer Parsons 
Jeffrey Bomball Bruce Schroc.>der, Jr. Diane Reinhardt 
Gary Borgwald Dean Crook Susan Shaw Jerome & Betty Rich 
Jefirey BreiSCh Thomas Sherry Pamela Ross 
Robert & Diana Briscoe 1984 T. ]. Singer Paul & Shannon Routh 
Sandra Cairns Sherman Alexander Charles Sittinger Denise R yckaert 
Jan Caspary Gregory & Kimberly Alvis James Skish Ricky Salttgiver 
June & George Cooper Brett Anderson Constance Specht Thomas & T eri Siedleck 
Joseph & Penny Crabtree Scott Bastable Nancy Stevens Bradley & Lori Sims 
James & Janet Craig Alan & Kimberly Batson Guy & janet Stevenson Raymond Stump 
Marshall Crutcher Charlene Bennington R. Kevin Storttum Robert Tournour 
Craig Dian Roger Boswell Daniel & Pamela Swick Arthur Tramutolo 
Philip & Terri Dunning Pamela & Richard Braun Annette Thompson Curt & Peggy Valenti 
larry & Leila Fagg Cheryl Brown Debbie Weller Elizabeth & David Vaultonburg 
Kimberly Gaffney Rhonda & jeffrey Buban Brian Wielbik Timothy Warner 
Anne Gillespie Charles & Dianne Calhoun Douglas & Lisa Williams Ruth Waters 
Karen Goble Bradley Carpentier Cynthia Williamson Kellie Wendle 
Gary & Judy Hanson Kendra & Scott Carson Jeffrey & Cheryl Wochinski Jennifer West 
Breu & Connie Hartman Peggy & Bradley Carter judith & Leland Wolters Cynthia Wtlhelm 
Natalie Hemmer Vincent Cuchetto Linda Zig-.unent Kristy Wiman 
Cun & Brenda Hempen Garry & Kathleen Danuser 
William & Danneue Hutton Don Dawkins 1985 1986 
David johnston Scott Denton Steve Allbright Donna Achterberg 
Dennis & Angela jones Lisa Dubio Cathy Altenhoff janet Alpher 
Forrest Kingery Beth Ester! Robert Amendola Catherine A. Anderson 
Keith & jane Kinkelaar Leon flood Dawn Athey Gregory & Donna Baggerly 
Matthew Mannion Mary jo Garvey Darrin & Denise Bacon Joan Bardelmeier 
Guy McCarrey David Goss Claudia Benben Douglas & M. Danielle Bemle 
Timothy McRaith Ted Hart Steven Beyer Diane Breuss 
Margaret Merrill Valerie Harvey Therese Boll Daniel Brosseau 
Stephen Mitte Diane Heise Thomas Bradley, Jr. Keith Burns 
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Traci Conkovich 
Douglas Crook 
Joseph Dreiling 
Cynthia Duke 
Jeffrey Folgers 
Scott Goers 
Todd Haller 
Mary Beth Harper 
Scott Hempen 
Michael Hoehne 
Kimberly Ingram 
Karen Janke 
Timothy & Kathleen Kowalczyk 
Daniel Lane 
Cynthia Leach 
Christopher Lindauer 
David McCarron 
Kim Messer 
james Minor 
Patrick Molloy 
Phillip & Susan Muehl 
Caroline O'Connell 
Patricia Orlet 
Robert Pranger 
john Quigley 
Colleen Quinn 
Angelynn Richardson 
Mary Rohrer 
Beth Schaffnit 
Carol Schiller 
Susan Schrtapp 
john Simon 
Stella Stapleton 
Miles & judy Stille 
David VanVolkenburg 
Carl Voss 
Rosie Wanserski 
john & Sheila Welge 
Scott Witten 
Patricia Zubal 
List dou not include the names of 
I 08 donors who wish to rem4in 
anonymous 
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Friends, Faculty & Staff 
Kenneth Andris 
Mabel Andris 
juanita Burnside 
Carole Burris 
james & Caroline Canny 
Maxine Clayton 
Cary & Chris Colwell 
Leonard Decker 
Dean Dudley 
Thomas & Beuy Elliott 
Daniel & Dianna Ensign 
Max & R. Berneice Ferguson 
Linda Gardner 
jerry & Helen Geisler 
Mark Gies 
Timothy & Marilyn Gover 
Albert & Sharon Halt 
Lavern & Martha Hamand 
Robert & Nancy Hennings 
Richard & Judith Hofstrand 
jean Holley 
lucy Holley 
Mark HoUey 
Theodore & judith lvarie 
Edward & Shirley Kouri 
Andrew & Wilma ligthart 
julie Littlejohn 
. Edward & Nancy Marlow 
David & joyce Maurer 
David & Jean McGrady 
Wittie McKinney 
Debbie Miller 
Matthew & Shantha Monippallil 
john & l..uole Moore 
Vickie O'Oay 
David & Marcia Pardue 
Richard & Nancy Pusateri 
jame.~ & Nancy Rembowski 
Paul Reynolds, Jr. 
Foster Rinefort 
Stanley & Sandra Rives 
F. Leon & Judith Rodgers 
Jerome & Kathryn Rooke 
Richard Rudy 
J. W. Sanders 
Robert Sha.rp 
Catherine Smith 
Paul Smith 
Robert & Shirley Smith 
Roland & lois Spaniol 
Paul Stephen 
Robert Sullivan 
Daniel & M. Adrianne Thornburgh 
Donald & jeanne Tingley 
Robert & Leyla Waddell 
Philip Wheele.r 
r.orporations & Organizations 
Brumleve & Dabbs 
Caterpillar Foundation 
Coach Eddy's 
I).Co Oil Company 
Daniell Produce Co., Inc. 
Douglas County Office ProductS 
F. 1-1. Craig, Inc. 
Huxtable lnsu.rance Agency 
Illinois CPA Society 
Illinois Farm Bureau 
j. logan Gover Ins. Agcy., Inc. 
Kingery ?tinting Company 
lumpkin Foundation 
Marathon Oil Co. Foundation 
Norfolk Southern Foundation 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Fndt. 
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company 
Rettberg·Gruber Architects 
Roberson Corporation 
Shan Brothers 
Spa.rtan Chemical Company 
Walgreens 
Matching Gift Companies 
AT & T Foundation 
Allstate Foundation 
American Express Company 
Amoco Foundation, Inc . 
Anheuse.r·Busch Foundation 
Archer·Oaniels·Midland Fndt. 
Arthur Andersen & Company 
BellSouth Services Inc. 
Borg-Warner Foundation 
OGNA Foundatioo 
Cabot Corporation 
Caterpillar Foundation 
Champion lntemational Corp. 
Citicorp/Citibank 
Coca.Cola Company 
Conoco, loc. 
Consolidation Coal Company 
Continental Bank Foundation 
Coopers and Lybrand 
Exxon Education Foundation 
FMC Foundation 
Gene.ral Dynamics Co.rporation 
General Electric Foundation 
Gene.ral Mills Foundation 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company 
Harris Bank Foundation 
Honeywell, Inc. 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
lllinois Bell 
Illinois Tool Works, Inc. 
International Minerals & Chern. 
j. C. Penney Company, Inc. 
K Man Corporation 
Kemper Group Corp. 
LaSalle National Bank 
Ma.llinckrodt, Inc. 
Marathon Oil Co. Foundation 
Marine Bank of Springfield 
May Department Stores Company 
McDonnell Douglas Foundation 
Merrill lynch & Company 
Mobil Oil Corporation 
Nabisco Brands, Inc. 
Northern Telecom, Inc. 
Peat, Marwick, Mjtchell Fndt. 
Peoples Eoe.rgy Corporation 
Pet Incorporated 
Philip Morris Incorporated 
Phillips Petroleum Foundation 
Price Waterhouse Foundation 
Prudential Ins. Co. Of America 
Quaker Oats Foundation 
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company 
Ralston Purina Company 
Rockwell International Corp. 
Rolm Corporation 
Southwestern Bell Corporation 
Staley Continental, Inc. 
State Farm Companies Fndt. 
Valley Nat 'l Bank of Arizona 
Waste Management, Inc. 
Williams Companies Foundation 
Wyman-Gordon Company 
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